“

This path-breaking
institute is already transforming
the landscape of our sciences by
training the next generation in the
next big ideas and cutting-edge
research methods.

“

Susan T. Fiske
Eugene Higgins Professor of Psychology
Princeton University

http://culturalneuroscience.isr.umich.edu/home.htm

“

The Summer Institute is a
remarkable opportunity for young
scientists to train in cultural neuroscience, but also to develop as
the new leaders of this emergent
field. The confluence of disciplines and methodologies presented by the world's leading
scientists from so many domains in an ambient
but intense environment makes this an unmatched training experience.

Applications are due March 1, 2012

“

Denise C. Park
Distinguished University Chair
University of Texas at Dallas

For application form and information,
please go to:

Sponsored by:

“

Important new developments in science often involve
the synthesis of existing fields.
Cultural differences and biological unity have often been contrasted, but in the new Summer
Institute in Cultural Neuroscience the two are being brought
together by the world’s leading researchers to
provide an enhanced perspective appropriate to a
globalized world. Attendance at the Institute on
Cultural Neuroscience allows students to learn
how to employ the tools of neuroscience to explore the various cultures that occupy our diverse
world.

“

Michael I. Posner
Professor Emeritus, University of Oregon

University of Michigan
426 Thompson Street, 6114 ISR
Ann Arbor, MI 48106-1248
(734) 764-4112
(734) 647-3652 FAX

Shinobu Kitayama
Director of CCMB

We invite you to apply to attend the third annual Summer Institute in Cultural Neuroscience at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor. SICN is a two-week program that provides
graduate students as well as faculty with an
overview of core topics and recent research
developments related to cultural neuroscience
in order to prepare them to start their own
empirical investigations. Attendees will have
an opportunity to develop their own research
ideas in cultural neuroscience through interactions with peers and faculty members.
SICN lectures on culture, brain, or both will be
delivered by world-renowned scholars. Each
scholar will discuss his or her work and place it
in a broader scholarly context. Lectures will be
followed by small group discussions.

“

Xiaoming Ma (2011 participant),
University of Wisconsin-Madison and
Peking University

Cultural neuroscience: What is it and why do
we want it?
Shinobu Kitayama, Robert B. Zajonc
Collegiate Professor of Psychology, University
of Michigan
Culture and cognition
Richard E. Nisbett, Theodore M. Newcomb
Distinguished University Professor, University of
Michigan
Epigenetics
Stephen J. Suomi, Senior Investigator, National Institute of Mental Health

2011 Summer Institute Participants

“

Neuroimaging Methods
Chandra Sripada, Assistant Professor,
University of Michigan
Electrophysiological Methods
William J. Gehring, Arthur F. Thurnau Professor of Psychology, University of Michigan

I was so impressed by what I
learned about this new and exciting
field that I am now embarking on
several cross-cultural projects.

Shai Danziger (2011 participant),

Professor of Marketing, Tel-Aviv University, Israel

Culture and neural representation of the self
Shihui Han, Professor, Peking University
Social neuroscience of perceiving ingroups and
outgroups
Nalini Ambady, Professor, Stanford University

“

“

Carolyn Yoon
Director of SICN

Cultural psychology: Accomplishments so far
and future directions
Hazel Rose Markus, Davis-Brack Professor in
the Behavioral Sciences, Stanford University

Great pleasure to listen to the
leading researchers talk about their
own research... It helped me to draw
a whole picture of this growing
research area.

“

July 9-20, 2012

2012 topics and lecturers

“

The 3rd Summer Institute
In Cultural Neuroscience

It gave me lots of reworking and
additional researching to do.

Alexandra Schulz (2011 participant),
Ludwig-Maximilians University, Munich

